Double Negative Left-Handed Metamaterials for Miniaturization of Rectangular Microstrip Antenna
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, I have explored a significant concept for the miniaturization of microstrip patch antenna configuration by using the double negative (DNG) left-handed Metamaterials, which have dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability both negative, simultaneously. It is achieved through the concept of phase-compensation by thin slab consisting of the double positive (DPS) material, which have dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability both positive, simultaneously and DNG metamaterials as a substrate of the microstrip patch antenna. By combining the DNG metamaterial slab with the slab made of DPS materials form a cavity resonator whose dispersion relation is independent of the sum of thickness of the slabs filling this cavity but it depends on the ratio of their thicknesses. This cavity constitutes by DPS and DNG material is used as substrate of the microstrip antennas and the DNG material slab is behave as phase compensator.
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1. Introduction

Recent trends of the wireless mobile communication technology are towards the miniaturization and demand for more robust and compact designs have been growing [1-5]. However, in the wireless communication systems, an antenna still remains a matter of concern regarding to its size. Although, a certain level of maturity have been attained. The microstrip patch antennas, due to their inherent capabilities such as low profile, conformability, low-fabrication cost, mechanical robustness, polarization agility, compatibility/easy integration with microstrip circuits/solid state devices and adaptability to active antenna elements are widely used in all the wireless mobile communication systems. Typically, the size of a microstrip patch antenna is depends on the wavelength corresponding to its resonant frequency. There are several other factors that contribute to deciding the dimension of the antenna and its behavior such as the used substrate material and its thickness [3,4]. Literature results show that the use high-dielectric constant substrates [6], shorting walls [7], shorting pins [8,9], are effective ways for the size reduction. But the cross-polarization of such antenna is usually very high which may not be suitable for some applications [10].

The rectangular patch microstrip antenna is consists of a conductive patch on substrate materials above a conductive ground plane as shown in Figure 1. The excitation of the patch is accomplished via a microstrip feedline. This feed technique supply the electrical signal to the patch which will be converted to an electromagnetic wave. The present paper explores the possibility of miniaturization of the rectangular microstrip patch antennas using a substrate material consists of DPS and DNG metamaterials. This paper is organized as follows. The Section 2 is concern with the concept of the phase compensation. The Section 3 discusses the effects phase compensation on the size of the rectangular microstrip patch antenna and finally, Section 4 concludes the work.

2. Phase Compensations

Recently, there has been growing interest in the metamaterials with negative permittivity and permeability as candidate for design of the novel microwave and optical devices [1-5,11-19]. We can view metamaterials as a broader class of materials than left-handed medium. It is a class of materials that enable us to manipulate the di-
electric permittivity and magnetic permeability. An electromagnetic wave propagating through such a material has a Poynting vector anti-parallel with its phase velocity vector as demonstrated theoretically by Veselago [17]. Such materials have been constructed in microwave range by the Smith et al. [18]. The double negative metamaterial represents a new kind of artificial dielectric media which are usually synthesized using periodic structures and exhibits the negative refractive index characteristics (resulted from simultaneous negative permittivity and permeability). Such a material have been referred to as several other names such as left handed materials, metamaterials and backward wave materials [13,16,19]. The DNG material unit cell employs split ring resonators and thin wires. Thin wire structures produce effective negative dielectric permittivity below the plasma frequency and the split-ring resonators can result in an effective negative permeability over a particular frequency range. Overlaying these two frequency regimes, both the permittivity and permeability are simultaneously negative thus the index of refraction may have negative real value over a pass band region. By manipulating two structures the effective permittivity and permeability can be changed separately, giving us the capability to control the position of double negative regime. Several theoretical and experimental setups have been constructed on wave reflection and refraction at an interface between a backward wave medium and positive parameter medium and radiation from traveling wave source at such interface. Engheta [14] analyzed one dimensional cavity resonator made of two cascaded planar layers of backward wave and conventional dielectric, which are placed between two perfect reflectors. Because the phase velocity in DNG slab is opposite to that in DPS layer, the DNG slab acts as phase compensator. Thus, the phase cancellation can occur, leading to resonance, when the phase changes in the two layers are equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. Thus, it turn out that the condition for resonance does not depend on the thickness of two layers but rather on their ratio. This allows one, in principle to reduce the total thickness of the resonator and will as long as the required ratio of thicknesses is maintained [13-15]. The important potential application of this concept is the antenna miniaturization.

Consider a wave traveling through two consecutive slabs as shown in Figure 2. It would experience a phase change say positive in the DPS material and a negative (opposite) phase change in the DNG material. The slab thicknesses can be adjusted to nullify the positive and negative phase shifts in the cavity formed by DPS and DNG materials so that a phase compensated resonator has to be independent of the $\lambda/2$ constraint [3]. This property of phase-compensation demonstrates the possibility of size reduction for patch antenna on a combined DPS-DNG substrate. There are two configurations of rectangular microstrip patch antenna with a DPS-DNG substrate have been considered.

1) The interface between the two regions is parallel to the radiating edges, and

2) The interface between the two regions is normal to the radiating edges.

For the configuration, where the DPS-DNG interface is normal to the radiating edge is has been shown through simulation that the antenna is a poor radiator [4,14]. The present work focuses on the case where the interface is parallel to the radiating edge. I have used the cavity model with two electric walls (PEC) and four magnetic walls (PMC) as shown in Figure 1.

The slab of conventional lossless DPS materials with positive index of refraction $n_1$ of thickness $d_1$ and another slab of the lossless DNG metamaterials with negative refractive index $-n_2^2$ (due to double negative metamaterial) and thickness $d_2$. We assume that each of these slabs is impedance matched to the outside region. Let us take a monochromatic uniform plane wave normally incident on this pair of slabs as shown in Figure 2. As this wave propagates through the slab, the phase difference between the exit and entrance faces of the first slab is $n_1k_0d_1$, where $k_0 = \omega\sqrt{\epsilon_0\mu_0}$, while the total phase difference between the front and back faces of these two layer structure is $|n_1|k_0d_1 - |n_2|k_0d_2$, implying that whatever the phase difference is developed by traversing the first slab is can be compensated by traversing the second slab. If the ratio of $d_1$ and $d_2$ is chosen to be $d_1/d_2 = |n_2|/|n_1|$ at the given frequency, then the total phase difference between the front and back faces of these two layer structure will become zero. This means that the DNG slab acts as phase compensator in this structure [14,15]. We should note that such phase compensator does not depend on the sum of the thicknesses $d_1 + d_2$, rather it depend on the ratio of $d_1$ and $d_2$.

Thus, in principle, $d_1 + d_2$ can be any value as long as $d_1/d_2$ satisfies the above condition. Therefore, even though these two layer structure is present, the wave traversing this structure would not experience the phase difference. This feature can lead to several investing ideas in devices and component designs. This concept of a miniaturized cavity resonator can be extended to a 3-D cavity and further to a microstrip patch antenna through the cavity model. The rectangular microstrip patch antenna that has been considered in this work is placed on a DPS-DNG combined slabs as substrate as shown in Figure 1. The 1-D sub-wavelength cavity resonator (SWCR) as it is termed consists of two slabs, one DPS and one DNG, between two PEC (perfectly conducting) walls, where the plane $z = 0$ is taken to be at the perfectly conducting.
Figure 1. 3D view of DPS-DNG substrate for a rectangular microstrip patch antenna

Figure 2. 1D cavity resonator made with DPS-DNG combination

3. Results and Discussion

The idea of left-handed double-negative material as stated earlier is that when a uniform plane wave is launched in such a medium, it will have a phase velocity opposite to that of its Poynting vector. The phase compensations, in principle, are realized by combining the slabs of usual materials and a metamaterials with negative permittivity and permeability. The size of radiating edge of the patch is approximately half of the wavelength in free space for the resonant frequency of the cavity. In this configuration, the frequency dependence of the reflection coefficients from the resonator is not determined by the resonator size, but by the frequency dependence of the material parameters. This means that we deal with resonance of inclusions (split ring resonator etc.) and not by the cavity resonance (the resonator size can be further reduced if only one separate inclusion is used as resonator) as shown in Figure 3. The resonance frequency of the cavity consists of DPS and DNG materials is downshifted compared to the resonance frequency of cavity made of DPS materials. Due to this down-shift of resonance frequency, the cross-section of the radiating structure is reduced significantly. The shift in the resonant frequency to a lower value with metamaterial is promising because it suggests a reduction in the patch size as shown in Figure 3. The width of DPS slab (taken as substrate) material is $d_1 + d_2 = 28.33$ mm with relative permittivity $5.9$ and permeability is $1.0$. When the DPS and DNG have been taken as slab then $d_1 = 17.45$ mm and $d_2 = 10.89$ mm (metamaterial), respectively.

For the simulation, I have used CST Microwave Studio which is based on finite integration technique (FIT) for general purpose electromagnetic simulator. FIT is applied to cartesian grids in the time domain is computationally equivalent to the standard finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [20]. For high frequency electromagnetic applications, time domain simulation methods are highly desirable, especially when broadband results are needed. An antenna bandwidth is mainly determined by the materials resonance response and not by the antenna size. For example, a desired resonant frequency of $10$ GHz the patch size without CSRR (complimentary split ring resonator) is $139.16$ mm$^2$ and with CSRR it is $70.85$ mm$^2$ resulting in a forty nine percent size reduction as shown in Figure 3. Certain design has a significant patch size reduction. In addition, the back lobe radiation is negligible and directivity is comparable to the traditional microstrip antennas, whose substrate is positive. It is observed that the certain designs have a significant patch size reduction and have a negligible back lobe in the radiation pattern. It shows that new kind antennas will get similar radiation patterns to the ones of conventional
right-handed microstrip antennas in some case, and can yield novel radiation patterns of low elevation angles and low side lobes in other cases. These brand new radiation patterns are hardly achieved by conventional right-handed microstrip antennas. By employing the substrate partially filled with double negative medium, the dimensions of the patch antenna could be significantly miniaturized, and the calculated results for the patch length 0.2 \( \lambda \) show that although the use of practically dispersive double negative medium could not support such broadband performance as hypothetical non-dispersive double negative medium, but it proves the approach is perspective and important for the miniaturization of the patch antenna.

4. Conclusions

The size reduction of microstrip patch antennas using left-handed materials has been achieved through the concept of phase-compensation by implementing a combined DPS-DNG substrate. By employing the substrate partially filled with double negative medium, the dimension of the patch antenna could be significantly miniaturized. Many researchers are trying to improve the performance of microwave, wireless communications, microelectronics and optical devices using these new metamaterials. As the demand for small size, lightweight, and low-cost communication devices continues, the use of low-cost, small-size patch (or microstrip) antennas asserts itself. There are several variables contribute to the resonance frequency of the CSRR. An extensive study of the variable dependence will enable a designer to choose the appropriate CSRR for a particular patch antenna. A further study of radiation efficiency and bandwidth of such antennas is underway.
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